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ABSTRACT
This is a collection of poetry.
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[There Is No Time]
if past is not present there is no past
in the present
and no future
if the future is not present
as flower is flower is flower is
but if the seed is present in the flower
so is flower in the seed
superimposed
and if seed answers flower flower
calls to seed
calls
there is no flower
and neither flower nor seed
for flower is flower is flower is
always already

1

[All Things Are Conditional]
how could anything
before before
spring stream river
estuary ocean
cloud ground aquifer
spring
how could anything
in the mouth
the source
in the source
the mouth
how could anything
not

2

[There Is No Time]
only memory
memory
illusion
of time
and persistence through time
circumstance
and the binding of self to circumstance
as if time doesn’t move in both directions
for the future is just as certain as the past
and the past is only as sure as the future
and neither self nor circumstance is fixed
but unfolding
like the violet petal to petal
the pollen bee to bee
the nectar sweet to sweet
the honey throat by mouth
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